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Christian Lanng:  Ah, this is something we get asked quite a lot. I think in many              
ways it's exactly the same as it's always been, and in many ways it's evolving. So if you look at                    
when I say it's the same as it's always been, for us it's always been about connecting global                  
trade, connecting companies, connecting everything that happens between a buyer and a seller,             
that's really our focus, right? 
 

If you think about how it's evolving, it’s pretty clear that a lot of the               
pieces are coming together for us. We started out just running a few processes, then we built                 
out our platform capabilities. Then we lost our procurement vision last year, which was very               
different I think from existing procurement visions in the market. And now where we're really               
moving is, and I think it's kind of put on the tag line, Commerce for All, is really connecting the                    
dots of commerce. 

 
Philip Ideson: Yeah. 
 
Christian Lanng: Not just on the front end levels, which means the shopping piece            
of finding what you need. But also the all process levels underneath that. Quality management,               
production, manufacturing, end to end. And I think it's not so much the scope of what we do                  
that's different. I think what we also talked about last time, it's actually, the how we do it that's so                    
different that when you build everything from a network first perspective, you really rethink a lot                
of processes. You really rethink a lot of ways. 
 
 I was just at a conference this weekend in Houston, and one of the              
things that almost all of the customers and everyone I talked to was, look, Tradeshift is a                 
company and we help companies design and build their own marketplaces for their own trade.               
We help them to build their own processes between buyers and sellers on our platform. And                
they said, "Is that like procurement?" I said, "Yeah, in a sense it's like procurement. But it's                 
really what comes next." I don't think procurement as it exists today will even exist in five years.                  
I don't think we need to put that label on it. But buying and selling will certainly exist. 
 
Philip Ideson: Yeah. I'd love to come back to actually that notion of procurement            
and its existence, because we talked about that last time. But I just want to touch a little bit on a                     
couple of other things. You know, when you talked about their being a change. And you work                 
with clients, it's a change of a lot of their existing processes. How would you sell that change to                   
them? 
 
 What's their pain point where they recognize, look I got to look at             
this, how I connect with my suppliers, in a different way. 
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Christian Lanng: It's almost like an intervention, because I think most customers          
live in such a broken reality when it comes to the supply chain and the buying processes of their                   
supply chain interface, that they think this is normal. This is how it's supposed to be. 
 
 And when you live in such a broken world, you start to think about              
very small incremental solutions as improvements. And it's almost like, I mean, imagine you live               
in a world that the only way you can send communication is by telegram or a dove with a letter                    
attached to it, right. 
 
Philip Ideson: Yeah. 
 
Christian Lanng: If somebody came and told you about email, you would be pretty            
mind blown. And I feel it's a little bit the same here, right. That you really need to go in and talk                      
to them and say, "Hey, there is another way. But it's not actually the technology that's in the                  
way. The technology is here, now. A lot of people tend to think about, oh, the technology will                  
come for this for three to five years, whatever. 
 
 All of the technology we need to radically transform how we do            
supply chains, exist today. 
 
Philip Ideson: Mm-hmm. 
 
Christian Lanng: The only thing we need to unlock to do that is the mindset and the               
perspective we put on it. So when we drive and when we try to drive change, that's why I said,                    
it's almost like an intervention. Getting people to realize that different routes. Can we get people                
to open their eyes and say, "Wait a second. As a consumer I can easily connect and consume, I                   
can connect with everybody. I can consume data seamlessly from all of these sites, but I accept                 
in my business reality that this is not possible." 
 
Philip Ideson:  Yeah. 
 
Christian Lanng: So it's kind of trying to drive that mindset. I think from a practical              
perspective, we also say, "Look, there's always a first project, there's always a business case.               
We understand the commercial realities of everyone. We're in business, too, right." 
 
 So it's about finding that first hook, finding that first place where            
we can go and apply this thinking to a real problem in the real world. And typically when the                   
customers, they do that, they walk away pretty mind blown with what we can achieve in a very                  
short amount of time. 
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Philip Ideson:  Is it typically a standard use case, but a particular burning part            
from or some way that enables you to engage with that client for the first time so you can start                    
demonstrating the power of what you do? Or is it really situational? 
 
Christian Lanng: So people always excited. They come and say, "Hey what use           
cases do Tradeshift cover? What features do you have? How do you compare to certain               
competitors and all of this?" I say, "Look we can talk about all of that, but I can tell you right now,                      
we can operate almost any buying scenario you want, logistics, payments, infrastructure,            
because it's a platform." 
 
Philip Ideson: Mm-hmm. 
 
Christian Lanng: So I want to ask you something instead. What is your strategy for             
your procurement? What's your strategy for supply chain? Where do you want to be in three                
years? Let's talk about that. Let's talk about what are your goals? Do you want to capture                 
revenue? Or do you want to focus on your own cost savings, which I don't think is a very                   
long-term strategy. 
 
Philip Ideson:  No. 
 
Christian Lanng: And once we drill down into that I say, "Okay, now once you've             
told me this, we can go back and here's a template where to start. Where we can drive some                   
value the first 6 to 12 months. Very often that can just be about fixing the transactional side."                  
Because most people live in a reality where they think it's awesome to do maybe 20, maybe                 
50% of your transactions digitally. 
 
 I think anybody who lives in 2017, who's not 100% digital is failing.             
And so that's probably always our starting point. For a lot of companies, a lot of solution                 
providers, this is also their end point. For us that's actually just the stepping stone to get to the                   
real work we want to do, which is to help you capture more revenue. To help you capture more                   
business processes to align your company, to execute it where most of the Fortune 500s have                
been disrupted. 
 
 So I consider a success to get to 100% digitalization of the supply             
chain. I consider that a starting point. 
 
Philip Ideson:  That actually really resonates with me. So I think about that in my             
own context of procurement. It's so much about mindset. So when I hear a lot of procurement                 
leaders looking at doing transformation programs, they're thinking about how I become a better              
business partner? But for me, that is still only the beginning of the journey. You got to think  
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about where you can actually go from there. How you can bring in supply market innovations,                
how you can drive revenue. There's kind of a wall, so if you have your vision, and your vision                   
only stops two thirds of the way that you can really go, that you're never going to be able to go                     
and do what is the act that's possible, so it's about expanding your mindset to think what is                  
possible? 
 
Christian Lanng: Yeah, no absolutely, right. And I think one of the things is, and I              
think that's why people also need a wake-up call, right, 52% of the Fortune 500 has disappeared                 
over the last 16 years. Do we think that Blockbuster would be around if they just saved 5%                  
more? 
 
Philip Ideson:  Right. 
 
Christian Lanng: I mean, would that have saved them? Would Netflix then not have            
done what they did? 
 
Philip Ideson:  Right. 
 
Christian Lanng: And I think but what if the category managers that have been            
working on a lot of those projects, had actually said, "Guys we need to move into digital." And                  
had helped enable that transformation. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Yeah. 
 
Christian Lanng:  And actually, I think often, that innovation comes from supply          
chain because, guess what, you get feedback from your vendors saying, "Hey, we are selling               
you DVDs, but we actually want to talk to you about our digital solutions." I think a lot of the                    
early signals for change comes from the supply chain. But I also think right now, procurement                
don't even think about it as their job to listen. 
 
Philip Ideson: Yeah. No, that's important. And you think about the collective          
innovation or R&D capability of your supply base and it's magnitudes, many magnitudes greater              
than you could ever achieve inside of your organization, even if you're one of the biggest                
companies in the world. And we don't tap into that today. 
 
Christian Lanng: No, and you think innovation is running a yearly supplier date. I            
don't know how many procurement organizations they've talked to and said, "Hey, do you focus               
on supply?" They say, "Yeah, we have a supplier day every year, where we list these ideas." 
 
Philip Ideson: Yeah. 
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Christian Lanng:  Do you think Elan Musk, he runs a supplier day with Tesla's            
vendors? 
 
Philip Ideson: Right. 
 
Christian Lanng: No, he expects them to push the envelope on every single area            
we do business in continuously, in the new materials; figure out new ways to do stuff that can                  
capture more margin. And these innovations is actually what can drive real costs, not just               
squeezing the vendor on it. If the vendor can create a material that has far better properties than                  
means, you can either sell your product at a higher value, or you can produce it at lower cost.                   
That's something that matters. 
 
Philip Ideson:  It's crazy for me to think it's been twelve months, it's been about             
fourteen months, I think, since we last spoke. A year and a bit in the world of procurement is                   
often so long, and yet, it's not that long; because change moves slowly. I'd love to hear your                  
view on, as you reflect over the last twelve months, what's changed? Both from a trade shift                 
perspective and perhaps your view of the world and how your view of the world is evolving. And                  
then, the reality of the boots on the ground. 
 
Christian Lanng: I think when we talked twelve, fourteen months ago, I think, we            
were beating the drum of disruption in procurement, and beating the drum of disruption in               
supply chains, and the transformation. I think we were pretty much, I won't say lonely ones, but                 
at least the rare ones. I think over the last twelve to fourteen months that has changed                 
completely. Now, everybody is talking about disruption. I think one of our more well-known              
competitors recently changed their slogan from cost-savings as a service to value as a service. 
 
 We definitely saw the impact of the change in mindset. And I think             
people are starting to align. I don't think people, yet, have a fundamental understanding of what                
is underneath doing that, apart from the top level messaging. I think if you look at where we are,                   
and where we matured a lot even in the last twelve, fourteen months; one thing is, we have                  
really put together a very clear vision for where we see commerce going. 
 
Philip Ideson: Mm-hmm. 
 
Christian Lanng: And it almost also is what we can talk about as the death of the               
classic procurement system. I don't think ... We will be laughing at what we used to do. I think                   
the other big thing that is happening right now is the willingness to listen inside the enterprises                 
has changed dramatically. Twelve, fourteen months ago, it was rare for us to get the full on                 
vision discussion with procurement heads. Today it's happening. Every other conversation we            
have is like, "No, we don't want to talk about cost savings. We want to talk about digital  
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information. We want to talk about what we can do with AI. We want to talk about what we can                    
do with all of these things." 
 
 That's the other big change and, you're right, sometimes things          
move slowly, but one this is clear; the mindset and the willingness to listen is changing, which                 
also means it's a little less intervention; and then, a little bit more conversation. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Right. Does that change by industry, by perhaps, where a          
company is on the business cycle? The conversations that you're having, are you seeing it more                
universal? 
 
Christian Lanng: I think change is right now, especially, happening in two          
segments. Very high performing companies generating lots of cash, who is nervous about             
sustaining that position, or being able to continue that run. And they're almost at the opposite                
end of the market, well-known brands that's been around for a long time, that are being severely                 
disrupted now. And they're really thinking about their future. I think there is a whole wave of                 
companies, right now, that are realizing that, for instance, e-commerce is 100% the future of               
their market, but what they also realized is that it's not just enough to tell the marketing                 
department we need to do e-commerce, let's make an e-commerce website. And figuring out              
e-commerce is actually 90% supply chain 10% front man. 
 
 So, that's a very big change also, and that's a huge organizational            
change and mindset change, for instance in procurement, supply chain, treasury, everywhere.            
And that's a lot of the digital base projects we are sitting in the middle of right now. How can we                     
transform our supply chain to support a future e-commerce scenario? 
 
Philip Ideson: You spent a lot of time in China. I know from blog posts and from               
some of the reporting I've seen in Tradeshift, but also, just following your Twitter stream. What's                
so appealing to Tradeshift about China? 
 
Christian Lanng: I think China apart from the obvious size of the market, it's            
probably one of the most interesting markets in the world, right now. China has leapfrogged               
most of the world when it comes to commerce, when it comes to payments, when it comes to AI,                   
when it comes to renewable energy. And in a way, we feel operating, and selling, and building in                  
China is a little bit like getting a glimpse into the future. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Yeah. 
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Christian Lanng: It's a little bit like getting a free crystal ball in what's happening six              
to twelve months ahead. I'll give you one example. In China, now, 72% of all, what used to be                   
cash payments, are not done in We Check. 
 
Philip Ideson: Right. 
 
Christian Lanng: Just imagine an economy that mostly have gone digital and what,           
actually, is really even more interesting have leapfrogged cards. 
 
Philip Ideson:  We're still using check books in the states. 
 
Christian Lanng: Yeah. When I moved here six years ago, I had to YouTube how to              
write a check, because I hadn't done that my whole life. 
 
Philip Ideson: Right. You talked about China and that jumping of generations. Do           
you think that ... There's so many procurement organizations I talked to today, who are still very                 
early in what I would consider the transformation journey, so their desires are still more               
rudimental versus looking at how they can push the envelope. Do you see that they'll continue                
to go on a traditional transformation path, or there's a case for them just to completely jump                 
over, or like leapfrog some of the things that they may ordinarily have done in terms of building                  
their technology stock, and focusing on some of the lower end things before they build some                
stronger relationships to go further. The traditional transformation journey. Do you think that,             
that will still exists, or it will be this, we don't even need to think about those things before,                   
because we're going to go straight from zero the best in class? 
 
Christian Lanng: I think the traditional procurement maturity or transformation        
journey as define by, you get this process in place, then you can start doing PO matching, then                  
you can do this, and this, and this. It's gone. That will take you five years to arrive where people                    
were ten years ago. And I think one thing that's really interesting is, my personal theory is, the                  
transition that will happen in procurement will almost to the detailed point, echo the tradition that                
happened in IT. 
 
 IT department used to be centralized. They had all the buying           
power. They were deciding all of the applications, all of the software augmentations, they were               
essentially the holders of the digital strategy of companies. And what this detail completely is               
that massive disruption that hadn't I seen, today IT is business driven, it's about enabling               
strategy, it's about helping companies execute. The leading companies, they've all transformed            
the IT divisions into business software, business digital strategy. I know very big Fortune 500               
companies that have gone from an on-premise 100% strategy to an on-cloud 100% strategy.              
So, that's been a massive disruption. 
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And what you're also seeing is, those companies who fall behind           

that, and haven't executed on that. What's very interesting is, now, the CEOs are getting               
replaced. You just saw the replacement at Ford. GE has just been doing the same. Essentially, I                 
think the board are now so clear on digitalization and the importance of a digital strategy for                 
execution that they will step in if the company is not performing along that line, and it's a much                   
faster curve than what was the traditional transformation I had seen. 

 
 And exactly the same to procurement. Procurement is, right now,          
facing a revolution. In Tradeshift, we say, traditional procurement looks a bit like mainframes. It               
was about economy of scale, centralization. It was about control. Almost like the IT department               
used to be. You think we were out of the mainframes. In the future, we think procurement is                  
going to be about intimacy, it's going to be about value generation, and it's going to be about                  
everywhere for everyone. 
 
 Procurement is not going to be done in the procurement          
department to be frank. It's going to be done by everybody who has a mobile device and access                  
to Amazon and other private marketplaces. And that means we need to move to from a people                 
process to a software process if we want to create rails for that, if we want to help guide it in                     
certain directions, and I'm not talking guided buying with ten steps in a procurement system. I'm                
talking about intelligence in your phone or in your browser as you're looking at these sites that                 
will help you do the right decisions. 
 
Philip Ideson: Yeah, and I do see that as ... people value their home lives with no               
problem whatsoever. They can go and buy a house, they can go and buy a car; but we don't                   
trust them to buy some stationery. That has to change, obviously. 
 
Christian Lanng: Exactly right. I think, in the future, really, honestly, 75% to 90% of             
what's going to be bought, is going to be bought everywhere by everyone. And the value and                 
the procurement that can, honestly, add to that process is going to be very little. A lot of that                   
logic that sits in the software, a lot of that will be guided in the software. I think we'll see a lot                      
more, for instance, dynamically generated group buying. We will see people saying, "We need              
all of this. We'll just bottle it together." But I think we will also see that what will be left for                     
procurement will be far more strategic. Actually, honestly ... It will be about generating outcome               
based contracts, figuring out how we can continue to improve innovation in a certain area, or                
how we can do the things that matter for the business. 
 
 So, the other thing I really think a lot about is, why is procurement              
so eager to hold on to this stuff? It's very interesting. Everybody in procurement always say,                
how can we get seat at the table? How can we get serious? Well, stop talking about stationary. 
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Philip Ideson: Yeah. That's actually, truly, a great point that we should be letting            
go. We should be looking at ways to get this stuff out of our ... off our desks as quickly as                     
possible, because that's also what drags down the perception of what procurement is. 
 
Christian Lanng: Yeah. 
 
Philip Ideson:  And as soon as you can get that away, it means that we'll be, I               
anticipate, a smaller organization, but one that has far greater impact. And we'll be a much more                 
interesting profession to work in. 
 
Christian Lanng: 100% agree. 
 
Philip Ideson: You talked about guided buying, so I wanted to bring up Ada. I             
hope that I've pronounced Ada correctly. 
 
Christian Lanng: Yes. 
 
Philip Ideson: How ... What's your vision on guided buying? When I think about            
guided buying, it's that Amazon experience, but it's all within a ... an interface. Normally, an                
interface, so you're going shopping, you're going shopping as if you're buying something on              
Amazon. And that, for a number of organizations is kind of a Holy Grail, right now, from where                  
they are, or maybe there's talks of a little to mindset as well, that I mentioned before. What you                   
think is possible. What does something like Ada, when you start bringing in AI, do to change the                  
buying experience? 
 
Christian Lanng: It's a really great question. And I think back to your point about the              
pieces coming together, obviously, Ada has been a long-term strategic effort inside Tradeshift.             
Last year, when we talked, we talked about Tradeshift Go, our mobile app at the time. It                 
essentially, was like a chat based lightweight procurement system, based on credit cards. And              
you can say, Ada sort of follows that, like an extension of that trend, which is really an AI layout                    
across our platform and the rate review of Ada is not just for guided buying, but actually, as an                   
accelerant of everything you do. If you're doing work flow, why not have Ada help you automate                 
that, if you have questions? 
 
 We found that in approval process, a very common question is, if            
somebody's buying ... if something is, has this person bought this thing before? So, let's say,                
Jane, she wants to buy an iPhone; so here's the approval for purchase request for a new                 
iPhone, and it's approved with just one, but you'll recall that she might have bought a new                 
iPhone before or something else, so you want to know did you buy and iPhone before. If you  
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want to figure that out in a classic reporting system, a data warehouse, or a procurement                
system today, good luck. I mean, good luck. Honestly, we sat down and we tried, you can't. 
 
 These are the tasks that are super good for AI, just ask Ada. Did              
Jane buy an iPhone before? Guess what, she can pull up the purchase request in one second.                 
You can see it, you can see it was there. 
 
 The same for guided buying. If you're ordering something, can we           
help you see the difference between what you got before, or the other one? Can we see if                  
there's color variations? There's a lot of intelligence that's very hard to present using structured               
data, where a very human interface is much better. So when I think about the guided buying                 
systems that the industry is trying to put out right now, they are very work-flowy. They are very                  
mechanical. And this is not how humans work or think. We want to be able to say, I'm looking                   
for those Evernote notebooks that can get automatically my writing into Evernote, what good              
options are there? 
 
 You don't want to be going through everything. People really don't           
like listing, so I think what we try to do and really the reason I mentioned Go is, it fits so well with                       
Go, because Go was already meant to be an organic experience. It was meant to be, I want to                   
decide, I want to figure out, maybe I just want to grab this URL, and see if I can buy it. And Ada                       
can kick in and say, "Hey. Christian, I know you want to buy this, but actually, we already have                   
on catalogue here exactly the same item, just 20% cheaper." 
 
Philip Ideson: Do you think that's ... I understand that stakeholders who have           
grown with technology, they will naturally gravitate to solutions like this, because they're used to               
it in their everyday lives. Do you think that, that's the case for all the stakeholder population, or                  
perhaps we need to give multiple buying channels or options, so that if he feels like this is too                   
complicated, because they're not used to dealing with this much technology? What's their other              
options? 
 
Christian Lanng:  It's interesting. When we talk about complexity, for me, it's a little            
bit of an illusion. My mom's favorite feature on the iPhone is Siri. Actually, she don't know how to                   
use many other features in the iPhone, but she knows how to use Siri. And I think this is a                    
simplification, and it's easier having to memorize that menu and workflow process with twenty              
steps, that's extremely mechanically. Sure, if you already have done that investment, fine. You              
probably want something like that; but for everybody else, that? No. I mean, all research, and                
this is also why I said ... people don't want to be in the procurement system. A procurement                  
system doesn't solve anything for them. Buying the goods you need, solves things for them.               
Doing the work you need to do, delivering on the job, getting the data you need, that solves                  
things for you. 
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So, we try to really focus on what's the end user, use case; and              

then, build from there. And we already did that end up with needing a procurement system.                
That's a little bit like for the experts, and the few department heads in the organization at most;                  
but for us, I think where we see the future of all of this, it's going to look and feel like Amazon                      
and a lot of other sites. In fact, we thin 75% of procurement in the future will just happen on                    
existing on live sites, and what we will do is, we'll provide a very thin layer on top of that to help                      
you guide that, to manage that, to make sure we don't make stupid decisions, and we can do it                   
in a way that's efficient. And then, for all of the really complex processes around innovation, and                 
factoring in all of that, we will have some really powerful tools for that. 

 
Philip Ideson: As you think about all of these changes, you obviously see, first            
hand, organizations who are embracing digitization, and thinking about the future, and those             
who may be a little bit more resistant. To be a successful procurement leader, embracing               
digitization, does it need a different skill set, or is there a different outlook? I'm just interested to                  
know what this means to what it is to be a procurement leader. 
 
Christian Lanng: I think it's a really interesting change that I recently started           
meeting a new breed of CPO, and procurement leader with ... It's really interesting; which is, I                 
meet people who come from IT, who come software. I meet people who come with engineering                
backgrounds, and they have an extremely open mindset to what does this job require. 
 
 Now, the other people, of course, have grown up classically, but           
are already picking up these skills. I was actually talking with a CPO that was going through                 
data sciences classes, right now, to pick up that whole skill set, and I think it's incredible. 
 
 So, I think, yes, there will be a transformation. And to echo the             
transition, people just to see this happening again, just need to look at what happened to IT.                 
The job really changed a lot, from being CIO, I think, renamed it from being Chief IT Officer to                   
being Chief Innovation Officer. And I think it's the same with procurement, really. You need to                
embrace that mindset, and be very aware as a company that, that's not 100% today. That's fine.                 
Tradeshift are unashamed about wanting to sell to the 20%, who see the future right now. 
 
 And we know that 20% is going to be the 50%. And that's also              
why we completely have tried, as much as we can, to compete with the legacy providers who                 
just want to replicate what in ours already is. 
 
Philip Ideson: That's just not your market. 
 
Christian Lanng: Yeah, exactly. If you really just want a better user experience of            
Ariba, that's a really good brand for that. We don't even want to be in that business, but if you  
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want to re-think about how you supply action is running in the future, if you want to think about                   
an application strategy, if you want to think about AI; we think we are the best brand. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Yeah. A lot of the things that we talked about are around enabling             
stakeholders and users, internal customers to have an easier experience, a more positive             
experience, a quicker experience, more efficient. What I didn't talk about ... and I know we                
talked about this a little bit before, when we spoke last time, but I just wanted to bring it back;                    
because there may be focus on listing, saying, that's all well and good, but I don't want to see                   
control. We talked about control earlier. How can we make sure there's checks and balances               
that have built it, that enables that we can do this in a way that doesn't bring on more risk,                    
because we're seeding control? 
 
Christian Lanng: I actually think that humans are extremely bad at controlling          
anything. 
 
Philip Ideson: Right. 
 
Christian Lanng: It's, again, an illusion. We like to click buttons, because we then            
think we managed something. My bet would be that 99% of people who have ever clicked on                 
the approve button for an invoice, didn't really check the content. But, for instance, if you use AI                  
for exactly the same process, that's relentless. They never stop ... AI never stops paying               
attention. And it never gets tired of doing the same job over and over. So, I think sometimes,                  
control is an illusion, but the thing is, control today ... We've done some really interesting work                 
where we took five years of backlogs of transactions and we ran machine learning, and we                
analysed it. We found lots and lots of problems in those transactions that people have missed                
for five years. 
 
 And then, you can show, for instance, how doing and AI driven or             
AI reinforced approval process, you can fix most of those problems. So, I actually think there's a                 
future state where we can hassle the users less, we can be more efficient, we can work faster,                  
and we can have more control at the same time. It just doesn't look like what we do today, and                    
that's why I said about the mindset. If we think control is pushing yes or no on a button, yeah                    
sure, then you probably aren't going to listen to me. But if you realize that we can maybe                  
automate most of that, and that ... I think it's the case in most companies, where only 5%, we'll                   
say and random say of 5%, needs to have touched the approval process. We will randomize                
who it is, and we will have AI do it for the rest. 
 
 I don't know. I actually met with the CPOs at Christian, and this             
was a car company, so we'll come back to the punchline of this. They said, "This is completely                  
science fiction, and in no way do I think we should let AI approve all of the transactions." And I'm  
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like, "Okay. So, when I walked in here, I walked past, in the lobby, you're very proud of your new                    
self-driving car that's holding down there, that me as a consumer, you want me to get into that.                  
You want me to drive down the street, and you even told me how it is evaluating, 1.3 million                   
decisions per second, and coming up with correct answers better than human drivers. So, you               
want me to buy that, and buy that experience, but you don't believe that AI can decide between                  
yes or no on an invoice?" 
 
 It's a problem that's a thousand times simpler. 
 
Philip Ideson: I know it's coming on time to wrap up, Christian, and what I'd love              
to do to close, is just, I want to understand a little more about Hyperledger. Before I go to                   
Hyperledger, though, I wonder ... You're making a lot of investments in a lot of different                
technologies, what determines what you think is something that is worth that? Whether it's a               
moon shot, something that's worthy of further investment or further development. What are you              
looking for? 
 
Christian Lanng:  First off, I think most legacy players in this industry has probably            
under invested in IT, given the technology changes we see today. And I think as a customer,                 
this is something you really should think about. And because, if not, you're not going to ride that                  
technology wave with the solution you pick. 
 
 Now, for how we pick our bets, we have a pretty tight strategy             
across the board. We think platform as a service, meaning, supply chains to run all processes is                 
not just one tool, like procurement; but essentially enabling every single process between you              
and your sellers on one platform is the future. That we have been invested in extending and                 
building up for the last seven years, when we founded the company. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Mm-hmm. 
 
Christian Lanng: We believe that collaboration centric procurement, where we work         
with people and engage with them is the future, versus pushing them away and trying to take                 
them out of the equation. We believe that AI and automation of a lot of the boring stuff, a lot of                     
the transactional stuff, to give people free time and space to be strategic is the future. 
 
 These are kind of our thesis' that we've been building on from the             
beginning, and we just try to reinforce. 
 
Philip Ideson: Right. 
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Christian Lanng: When it comes to investments, we invest in things along those           
axis's. And we have a whole body of work that is, right now, it's 70% of our resources going into.  
 
Then, we have 20% of our work going into what's next, just beyond the horizon. Not ten years                  
out, but just beyond the horizon. And then, we have 10% of our resources where we shoot                 
further out. And we've seen projects that started out at 10% that now moved to strategy, and                 
moved to core. And in fact, China was a really good example of that. When four years ago, we                   
said look we're good bet big in China and we want to be the global leader when it comes to                    
enabling global supply chains in China, it was a moon shot, and today it's pretty much                
mainstream for our business. 
 
 If you think about Hyperledger, specifically, and Blockchain. I've         
been following Blockchain since the very beginning. I have BitCoins back from the early days.               
Not a lot unfortunately, but some. It was very clear to me that Blockchain was more elegant and                  
better solutions than some of the early work we did, before Tradeshift. 
 
 So, before Tradeshift, remember we worked with. We set up          
something in Denmark called East Trade, it was a peer to peer based trading network, but it                 
was a little bit like using a centralized server to coordinate and I think what Blockchain did really                  
well was it got rid of the central coordination and built something that's really decentralized. 
 
 So, I think from a technology perspective, this was on our radar            
early. We started thinking about it, actually, quite a while ago, how would that extend into what                 
we're building into supply chains? What would be the impact? Where would the impacts be? It's                
pretty clear that if we can have huge decentralized networks of transactions of processes and               
applications, this has a big impact. And in a way, it's just an extension of our vision, really, in a                    
lot of these areas. 
 
 We also realized that doing all that wouldn't take away the need            
for customers to have somebody they could trust to manage their processes. Quite frankly, most               
customers really don't care about the technology that their transition run on. What they want to                
know is, who can we sue if it goes wrong? 
 
Philip Ideson:  Yep. 
 
Christian Lanng: So we said, "Look, we want an enabled Blockchain for our           
customers, that lets you publish and list any kind of transactions you see value to the                
Blockchain." But at the same time, we also knew that the Blockchain, right now, transactionally               
is still way behind on the performance base. Most Blockchain technologies out there can              
transact with something that's close to dial-up speeds in the 90s. What people don't also realize,                
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in the 90s, to get from dial-up to broadband that was just a Capstone Investment challenge                
getting the broadband. 
  
 

For Blockchain, it's a mathematical problem that needs to be          
solved. We need to move from what's called proof of stake and work; which means, I run a lot of                    
really big computers to crunch some encrypted algorithms to prove that the transactions have              
happened. The problem with that model is that every BitCoin, right now, cost as much energy as                 
running a household in the U.S. for a year. So, it's not a very sustainable, long-term model.                 
There's now a model called proof of stake, which means you just can prove that you have an                  
interest, or you have a relationship to this transaction. It's very mathematical, but it's far more                
efficient. 

 
 Moving from that one, nobody here yet had proven how to do. So             
there's a mathematical problem sitting out there that we need to solve if we ever really want to                  
use Blockchain at a large scale. We think that can be done, and we have some ideas of how.                   
We see Hyperledger as probably the most serious enterprise augmentation, and when we             
started engaging with them, they said, "Hey guys, not only do we want to work with you, we                  
really want you also to take a board seat, and be part of driving this work." 
 
 We've had all of our own standards from the beginning. We going            
to be outsourcing pieces of our platform. We're going to donate that to Hyperledger. We're going                
to be clever very closely with it. So, we don't see it as a trap, because our commercial                  
relationship is really with our customers to help manage this future, so as long as you think                 
about it that way, it's just a better way of doing it. 
 
Philip Ideson: So, that's about the technology, per se, and it ties back into with             
what you talked about, community and the collaboration transparency. 
 
Christian Lanng: Yeah, exactly. 
 
Philip Ideson:  Hyperledger, itself, it's a coming together of a number of different           
organizations with different technology to try and solve those problems collectively. Is that             
correct? Is that how I understand it? 
 
Christian Lanng:  Yeah, that's correct. I think you can say, first off, there are some             
donations coming from different angles that loan you the fabric, coming from IBM, there was               
other things; but I think what's kind of emerging now, is also like the next gen stuff, where                  
people are saying, we did this, but what will the next generation of this look like? And I think                   
that's where it gets interesting. 
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Philip Ideson: Everyone's building on each other's technology, which they've        
open-sourced for the better of essentially commerce, for everybody who's involved in that             
Hyperledger, but everybody else, too. 
 
Christian Lanng:  Yeah, it's just an extension of what I said in the beginning. Our             
mission is, pretty simply put, commerce for all. And we definitely want to be involved and push                 
this forward. We are also very actively ... we can't reveal all of it yet, but we're very actively                   
thinking about the first use cases around trading, payments, all of these things. Leveraging              
those technologies for our customers. I think big things will be happening here, but I also think                 
people need to understand that right now in Blockchain land, it's '99, and we need to get to                  
2005. And hopefully, we can take some lessons and make the transition from '99 to 2005 a little                  
less painful that they were last time, because that is real life. 
 
Philip Ideson: Christian, I know it's time to wrap up the interview. One last            
question, and I always say this is the easy one. Listeners would like to learn a little bit more                   
about the things that you have going on at Tradeshift, possibly learn a little bit more about                 
Hyperledger. Where should they go? 
 
Christian Lanng: They should go to our blog, just type Tradeshift and blog into            
Google and you will arrive there. And other than that, there's the Tradeshift.com website, that's               
a really good place to start, but I really always recommend the blog, because there's a ton of                  
articles, and we don't just write about Tradeshift, we really write about a lot of things there. And                  
so, yeah, I would go check that out. 
 
Philip Ideson: Okay. Awesome. Well, what I'll do is I'll link quick links to the blog              
and to your site in our show notes. There will also be a transcript of today's episode in the show                    
notes as well. That will be at artofprocurement.com/tradeshift2017. That's         
artofprocurement.com/tradeshift2017. Christian, one last time, thank you very much for joining           
me. 
 
Christian Lanng: Absolute pleasure as usual. 
 
Philip Ideson: Thanks. 
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